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WHITE PLUM AT A GLANCE

our GROWTH

about WHITE PLUM

key STATS

our FANS

# of employees: 65

% of female employees: 73%

Location: Modesto, CA 

Total customers: 300,000+

Private company founded by a young mom -- Hilary   

 Zwahlen -- from her living room

Bootstrapped using owner’s life savings

E-commerce fashion retailer

Targeting women in their 20’s & 30’s, esp. young moms

Fun, vintage-inspired brand with a modern flair

FACEBOOK

32,000+

PINTEREST

13,000+

WANELO

40,000+

INSTAGRAM

31,000+



company TIMELINE

THE WHITE PLUM STORY

Nov. 1, 2012
opened online 
store and 
Facebook page

April 2013
hired first 
part-time
employee

Nov. 2013
moved into 
10,000 s/f 
facility

June 2014
hit 100,000
customer 
mark

Dec. 2014 July 2015
launched exclusive
White Plum Basics 
collection

our STORY

2012 2013 2014

fulfilled our 
1,000,000th 
order

2015

Because we’re an exclusively online 

business, we’re able to harness the 

power of web analytics to give more 

power to our customers. By selling our 

styles on both our own site and flash 

sale sites like Zulily, we’re able to reach 

more customers, maximize 

warehousing e�ciencies, and 

crowdsource the most popular styles of 

the moment and sell them across 

multiple distribution channels.

We’re not your typical e-commerce 

fashion brand. We get to LA and NYC 

occasionally, but we spend most of our 

time at our headquarters in the middle 

of a peach orchard in Modesto, CA, the 

heart of California’s central valley. There 

aren’t a lot of e-commerce fashion 

companies in our little slice of 

agricultural America, but we love living 

and working in the kind of place most of 

our customers come from.

When Hilary Zwahlen founded White 

Plum, she had given birth 3 months 

earlier to her second boy. Flexible 

fashion options were on her mind. Our 

passion is helping women transition 

gracefully through various body stages 

without having to swap out their entire 

wardrobe. We source a variety of flowy, 

flexible fabrics that allow our customers 

to wear the same item in both their 

pre-baby and post-baby bodies.

my body, MY STYLE GIRL POWER in a flash PEACHES and a DREAM



As the creative director and 
lead buyer, Hilary ensures 
the consistency and quality 
of the White Plum brand. 
She develops the White 
Plum product assortment 
and designs White Plum’s 
exclusive collections.

Rod oversees finance and 
marketing. He has helped 
the company grow by 
overseeing the 
development and 
promotion of the brand on 
several sales channels, 
including whiteplum.com.

With an expertise in 
operations from his prior 
career in healthcare 
administration, Jay ensures 
a high end customer 
experience as he leads the 
inventory, fulfillment and 
customer service teams.

company OWNERS

hilary ZWAHLEN rodney ZWAHLEN jay ZWAHLEN

WHO WE ARE

let’s TALK

PRESS@WHITEPLUM.COM  |  Modesto, CA


